
 
 

                    
 

      Merry Christmas 

1. Score Early Espresso Base @ 3 ½”, fold & Burnish. 

2. Place the scrap Soft Suede into the Hybrid folder and be sure that it is over the three rings on one 

side WITH the die inside as well, run through machine. Take all three of the Die cuts and cut out tree 

ring from middle that’s one size smaller on each one. This will leave a hole in the middle. Go over 

with a Dauber and Soft Suede ink on the outside. Now you will Die cut the Basic White scrap the 

same way, except you won’t die cut a hole.  Once done, stamp tree ring over the embossed surface 

and then with a Blending Brush go over with Crumb Cake. Now place these under the cut out you did 

with the Soft Suede. 

3. Adhere the DSP to the front on the Base.  

4. Tear the Glimmer Paper (I used the Tranquil Tide), in half (short edge), leaving a wavy line. Layer 

these together to give a snowy appearance then adhere to bottom of DSP on front. 

5. Die cut the ‘branches with leaves’ from Early Espresso scrap, trim off all leaves. Adhere these to the 

middle size Ring, as shown.  Add three Classic Matte Dots for buttons. 

6. Place two smaller dots for eyes on smallest Ring. Fussy cut a ‘carrot’ for his nose adhere under eyes. 

7. Now layer starting at the bottom of the snowman, each layer is flat. 

8. Stamp sentiment using Night of Navy ink on Mint Macaron, fussy cut out.  Layer onto top of front as 

shown.  Add Iridescent Rhinestones as desired. 

9. On Basic White for the inside, you will stamp house base in Soft Suede, Roof in Night of Navy. 

10. Stamp sentiment with Night of Navy. Adhere inside card.   

 

Supplies 

Stamps:  Ringed with Nature, Brightest Glow 

Inks: Soft Suede, Night of Navy, Crumb Cake 

Paper:  

Soft Suede 7” x 8 ¾”, 2 ¼” x 6” (scrap) 

Basic White 3 ¼” x 8 ½”, 2 ¼” x 6” 

Rings of Love (SAB retired) 3 ¼” x 8 ½” 

Mint Macaron scrap for sentiment 

Early Espresso scrap for arms 

Pumpkin Pie scrap for nose 

2022-2023 In Color Glimmer 6” x 6”  2 ½” x 3 ¼” 

Embellishments: Iridescent Rhinestones, Classic 

Matte Dots 

Tools: Tree Ring Dies, Tree Rings Hybrid Embossing 

Folder, Dauber, Blending Brush 

 



                                                           


